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Leading Off: A Message from the Chapter President

Upcoming Events

Greetings, fellow SABR-ites! Many of
us attended the recent SABR
convention in Pittsburgh where we
were steeped in Pirates history and
enjoyed the fellowship of seeing
familiar faces along with meeting new
people.
Hearts to the people who keep the
Clemente
museum
going
and
preserving the memory of a great
player and humanitarian who died all
too young. Seeing the museum was a
real treat!
The hospitality of the
Pirates in talking to us at the ballpark
about what they are doing was commendable.

Chapter Events
www.smokyjoewood.com/events

National Events

Chapter Breakfast
Sites and Dates To Be Determined
October 27, 2018 11 am
General Meeting
Quinnipiac University, Hamden, CT
More: Contact Steve Krevisky
SKrevisky@mxcc.commnet.edu
Watch for emails from Steve Krevisky
for details on our chapter plans.

We are starting to plan for our October 27 general meeting at
Quinnipiac. Paul Parker, the leader of the Denver area SABR
chapter, will be in our area around October 19-21, so we should
do what we can to welcome him. Please send in any suggestions
for speakers for our meeting.
Please also suggest other kinds of events and activities, which you
think we would enjoy. We are likely to have another Strato-matic
event soon, which some of our members really like.

Dates to be determined
19th Century Base Ball
Conference
Cooperstown, NY
sabr.org/ivor-campbell19C

More information at sabr.org/
events

Next up will be another chapter breakfast and hopefully trips to a
couple of ballgames. We could also have a late summer chapter
luncheon at Rein’s Deli in Vernon.

I hope to do some writing about Pirates hurler Wilbur Cooper,
who missed out on the Pirates championships in both 1909 and
1925. This unlucky fellow is still the winningest pitcher in Pirates
history, yet is a relative unknown. He came up at the end of the
Wagner era but was traded before the Waners came along.

Date to be determined
SABR Analytics Conference
Phoenix, AZ
sabr.org/analytics

Dates and Location to be
determined
SABR National Convention
sabr.org/convention

Darts to the current Pirates, who gave away the game we went to,
losing in 13 innings. Many of us stayed to the bitter end (name not
to be confused with a famous coffee house and music venue in
NYC).

We are also working on a book about Jeff Bagwell, who went to
school here in CT. Karl Cicitto is spearheading this, and a number
of our members contributed to this effort. Please contact Karl at
kcicitto@cox.net for more info on this.

January 26, 2019
9th Annual SABR Day
Multiple sites
sabr.org/sabrday

New Chapter Members
00

Welcome to new members (since January 2018):
Paul Bellofiore, Trumbull
Kevin Black, Wilton
Dean Brunt Jr., West Haven
Leo Caffrey, Waterbury
James Carmody, Stratford
Fred Ferris, Newtown
Bob Labanara, North Haven
Brian Lee, West Hartford

Don Lord, Enfield
Edward Morley, New Canaan
Rob Pendell, Manchester
Albert Perry, New Canaan
Sam Rubin, New Haven
Peter Sonski, Higganum
Bruce Thompson, Terryville
Richard Wong, Stamford

See you soon at one of our events!
Regards, Steve Krevisky

On the Web
Society for American Baseball Research: sabr.org
Smoky Joe Wood Chapter: smokyjoewood.com

Smoky Joe Wood Chapter Officers
Stephen Krevisky (President): skrevisky@mxcc.commnet.edu
Alan Cohen (Vice President/Treasurer): adc0317@comcast.net
Stan Dziurgot (Membership Director): stanyank5@yahoo.com
Karl Cicitto (Communications Director): kcicitto@cox.net

Members are welcome to submit articles, book reviews or other information that might be interesting to other
chapter members. Please send information to Karl Cicitto at kcicitto@cox.net.
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Improving the Lives of Those with Dementia by Using Memories of Baseball

By Michael Ego

Editor’s Note: This article was first published in The Conversation.
Dementia can be caused by a number of diseases, but the most
common is Alzheimer’s, which affects 5.7 million people in the U.S.
today.
There’s still a stigma attached to the disease; some fear that it’s
contagious, while others are ashamed to admit that a friend or
family member is quietly suffering. One of the most frustrating
aspects of Alzheimer’s is that scientists haven’t figured out a direct
cause, nor a cure.
Of course, any work toward finding a cure is incredibly important.
But in the absence of one, I’ve always been struck by why, in the
U.S., less attention is devoted to improving the quality of life for
persons with dementia.
So a few years ago, I started to look outside of the U.S. to learn
about how other countries are responding to Alzheimer’s in
innovative ways. I found that sports – specifically, something called
“sports reminiscence therapy” – is increasingly playing a role.
Sports reminiscence therapy falls under the umbrella of what are
called “socialization programs,” in which persons with dementia
gather in a group setting and participate in activities with their
peers.
Most current socialization programs incorporate some form of
creative expression – music, storytelling, theater and dance –
and past studies have demonstrated their effectiveness.
Because many with dementia have witnessed their usual outlets for
self-expression gradually dissipate, these programs give them
structured opportunities to tap into the brain’s creative network
and socialize with caregivers, staff members and peers. Art gallery
viewings and drama productions were also found to be valuable
activities: Those who participated were generally happier and more
social.
However, because two-thirds of those who have dementia are
female, many of these socialization programs have traditionally
been geared towards women.
For this reason, sports reminiscence therapy is starting to gain
traction as a type of socialization program that could work
particularly well for men with dementia.
After some of his friends were diagnosed with dementia, soccer
historian Michael White launched a program in Scotland
called Football Memories in 2009. The program offers persons with
dementia an opportunity to chat with other soccer fans in an
informal and relaxed setting. Today there are hundreds of
volunteers and participants, in addition to offshoot programs that
center on golf, rugby, cricket and shinty.
The success of White’s program inspired a similar one across the
Atlantic: baseball reminiscence therapy. The first launched in St.
Louis in 2013; now, there are six across the country, including one
implemented in early 2017 at the River House Adult Day Care

Two of the participants in the Baseball Reminiscence Program at River
House Adult Care Center in Cos Cob, Connecticut. (Kenneth Best/UConn
Photo)

Center in Cos Cob, Connecticut, where I’m currently conducting a
study to assess its benefits.
At the River House, persons with dementia, caregivers and
volunteers all gather in a group setting every two weeks. They
might talk about where they were when they learned that Bobby
Thompson hit the “Shot Heard Round the World,” or relive Joe
DiMaggio’s 56-game hitting streak. Sometimes they’ll watch old
footage of New York Yankees, New York Mets, Brooklyn Dodgers
and NY Giants games, or listen to radio broadcasts featuring
legendary broadcasters Mel Allen and Red Barber.
Simply hearing others talk about a sport they love clearly triggers
enjoyable memories; by tapping into a shared passion, the
participants become more engaged, and it seems to improve their
self-esteem.
The activities don’t always involve watching videos or talking about
the past. Sometimes they get the chance to play. Take the program
from March 22, 2018. Participants showed up, sang “God Bless
America” – and then learned that they would be playing Wiffle Ball,
(which was invented in nearby Shelton, Connecticut). They took
turns reading the rules aloud from a printed handout and watched
a video of people playing outdoors, before being led to a makeshift
“baseball diamond” in the center’s activity room.
Staff provided bats, balls and bases for a two-inning game. Every
participant had the opportunity to hit, while volunteers served as
pinch runners. Everyone took turns playing infield and outfield, and
at the end of the game, the group sang “Take Me Out to the
Ballgame.”
My study is still ongoing – I’m still in the process of gathering data
and qualitative assessments from the caregivers.
But the laughter and smiles I witnessed during the Wiffle Ball game
tell me that something’s working.
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About 40 people attended the March 17 general chapter meeting at
Quinnipiac. Steve Krevisky led off the meeting with welcoming
remarks and announcements.
Karl Cicitto moderated a media panel in honor of retired Courant
Sports Editor Jeff Otterbein. Otto was joined on the panel by Jack
O’Connell of the BBWAA, John Altavilla, award winner sports
reporter of The Courant/NH Register, and Tom Yantz, award
winner author of 10,000 stories in The Courant. Claire Smith was
unable to appear due to illness. A discussion of Otto’s career (4
Sports Section Triple Crowns) gave way to a vigorous audience
Q&A session. Otto explained that athletes are people just like you
or I and he found it critical to use restraint in determining what got
into the paper. Mr. Altavilla spoke about how he fulfilled his dream
of scribing for The Courant, covering the MLB, NHL, UConn and
nine Super Bowls. The segment closed with Joe Williams asking
about legendary schoolboy reporter Bo Kolinsky, who Otto and
Yantz described as a tireless, generous, good natured reporter who
passed too young, and whose coverage seemed to touch the entire
state. The panel concluded with the presentation of a citation to
Otto from the Hon. John Larson, and a cake.
Following a break, Mickey Tangel spoke about Lipman Pike, the 19th
Century slugger who was MLB’s first Jewish superstar. Mickey
covered Lip’s family, early years, and the influences that led him to
become a famed and well-traveled amateur. Mickey explained that
Pike was a master of the fair-foul hit, a batting technique that caused
the batted ball to at first strike fair ground and then zoom away
from the fielders into foul territory. Since a ball struck in that
fashion was considered a fair ball in the 1870’s, the speedy Pike
made the most of it while batting .346, .355 and .377 in his prime.
Pike is Mickey’s personal work in progress and the research goes
on.
Bill Nowlin spoke about his new book, Tom Yawkey: Patriarch of the
Boston Red Sox. Some of what Bill uncovered included how rich kid
Yawkey voluntarily worked in an Arizona coal mine and was
embarrassed by his wealth. He worshipped ballplayers, having met
Cobb as a kid. Even with his favorites like Yaz his familiarity with
players did not extend outside Fenway; Yawkey ate most of his
dinners in Boston alone at the Ritz Carlton. Bill spoke about the
racist label that Yawkey continues to wear. He mentioned that
Reggie Smith received special and personal financial support from
Yawkey and that Jim Lonborg said that Yawkey underwent a gradual
transformation about race. Bill made an overarching point: We
blame baseball for not being better about integration but seldom
credit the game for integrating before everyone else did everywhere
else.
There were some announcements between speakers. Alan
mentioned that four new SABR books would be out soon about the
Pirates, Rockies, Mets and Rangers. Tom Monitto announced a

Strat-O-Matic event (The next one is on May 5.) Steve proposed
a chapter project that would create a calendar of Connecticut
born MLB player birthdays. Bill Ryczek talked about his upcoming
19th Century radio broadcast of the famous 1870 Red StockingsAtlantics game.
Greg Rubano spoke about his book, In Ty Cobb’s Shadow: The Story
of Napoleon Lajoie, Baseball’s First Superstar. Greg clarified the
pronunciation issue with Lajoie’s name by explaining that Nap’s
niece said that despite many alternatives the family pronounces it
“Lajoy”. Greg established how towering a figure Lajoie was. In
1901, Nap helped the new American League establish credibility
as he became the #1 draw. He was beloved from Woonsocket to
Cleveland. He was among the few with his image on a decal bat
and perhaps the first player to appear in a Coke ad. He received
more HOF votes in 1936 than Cy Young -- and Speaker, Hornsby
and Sisler. Lajoie was baseball’s biggest star until a comet named
Cobb arrived. Greg is involved in the legacy of Lajoie beyond the
book. He also wrote a young readers book about the star and
has worked in the community to send the message of how humble
origins are not necessarily a barrier to transcendent success, as
was the case with Nap.
George Pawlush presented on his upcoming book, Dawn and Dusk
of the Colonial League, a league which operated from 1947 to 1950
as a Class B minor loop in Waterbury, Bristol, New London,
Stamford and Bridgeport. George showed slides of the ballplayers,
most of whom did not reach the Bigs, with the notable exception
of Preston Gomez, Ruben Gomez and Carolos Bernier. George
also featured men who succeeded as non-players including MLB
umpire Ed Sudol, NBA Ref Sid Borgia, and NBA Commissioner J
Walter Kennedy. The Colonial League story is that of a circuit
that constantly hovered on the edge of financial collapse while
bringing a fine article of baseball to such old Connecticut parks as
Muzzy Field in Bristol, Municipal Stadium in Waterbury and
spanking new Candelite Stadium in Bridgeport, complete with a
midget racing track on the diamond’s perimeter. The book is a
great blend of post-war baseball and local history.
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Rock Cats Reminiscences: Final Game in New Britain

By Matt Monitto

Editor’s Note: This
article was first
published on the
website
twinkletown.com.

After Morneau struck out in the bottom of the seventh, he went
out to his position to start the eighth. But Mike Tauchman took the
field in his place, allowing Morneau one last ovation from the fans
which had watched him rise through the minor leagues a dozen
years before.

Photo by:
Stan Godlewski,
Hartford Courant,
August 31, 2015

The Sea Dogs had taken the lead once again in the top of the
seventh, after catcher Jordan Weems tripled and Travis singled him
home. But the Rock Cats continued to rally: Vazquez walked,
advanced on a sacrifice bunt, and scored on Massey's single. Massey
proceeded to steal second and break for home when Cuevas
singled to right, but Tavarez's throw beat him to the plate and the
game remained tied. Neither team scored in the ninth, so for the
second straight season, the last game in New Britain would go into
extra innings.

Two days shy of a full year after their last home game as Twins
affiliate, the New Britain Rock Cats played their final game as a
Double-A franchise. Now affiliated with the Colorado Rockies,
the team would be moving to Hartford in 2016 to become the
Yard Goats, a name which I still think is stupid.
For Twins fans, this game would not normally attract much
attention other than as a send-off to their former AA team. But
at the end of August 2015, the Rockies' first baseman, recovering
from an injury, was playing his rehab games in New Britain.
Justin Morneau was playing in New Britain Stadium once again.
During that final four-game series against the Portland Sea Dogs,
Morneau brought fans back to the strong Rock Cats teams of the
early 2000s. On August 29, Morneau's fourth-inning solo home
run broke a 1-1 tie, providing the winning margin in that Saturday
victory. There would be just one more home game for New
Britain fans to see and enjoy.
The lineup that August 30 afternoon was:
Noel Cuevas, CF
Pat Valaika, SS
Justin Morneau, 1B
Will Swanner, DH
Jordan Patterson, RF
Jan Vazquez, C
Joey Wong, 3B
Juan Ciriaco, 2B
Tyler Massey, LF
Shane Carle, P
At 1:34 PM, Cole Sturgeon stepped in the box for Portland and
Carle fired the final first pitch in New Britain.
It's common for a game to be described as "a back-and-forth
affair," but this game was exactly that: three times, one team got
on the scoreboard, and the other tied the game in the next
frame. Portland made the first mark in the second on Aneury
Tavarez's RBI single, but in the bottom of the third, Morneau
doubled in Cuevas to match that. Morneau's bat would bring the
next runs home on a two-run single in the fifth, only for Sam
Travis to bring in a pair on a home run half an inning later.

The Rock Cats were the first to threaten, putting runners on first
and third in the tenth, but Massey popped out and Cuevas
grounded to short. In the top of the 11th, Shane Broyles entered
the game to pitch for New Britain, even though reliever Sam Moll
had gotten through his only inning on just seven pitches. The move
proved consequential, as Keury De La Cruz smacked a home run
to put Portland up a run.
Valaika doubled to start the bottom of the 11th, but Sea Dogs
reliever Heri Quevedo got two quick outs, leaving Jordan
Patterson as New Britain's last hope to preserve the game.
Patterson had gone hitless in his first five at-bats, but this time he
sent a run-scoring double into right field, and the game continued.
Broyles settled down, not allowing another base runner, and fellow
reliever Austin House continued to keep Portland bats quiet as the
innings went on. Meanwhile, New Britain continued to threaten,
putting a runner on third in both the 13th and 14th innings. But
Portland kept preventing the final blow from striking, including
another Tavarez outfield assist to nab Valaika at home.
In the 15th inning, the game passed the four-hour mark. Tauchman
started the bottom half of the inning with a single; Swanner
attempted to bunt him to second, but Oscar Tejada, a reserve
Portland third baseman brought in to pitch in the 14th, forced the
lead runner. Finally, with the stadium clock reading 5:42, Patterson
belted a 1-0 pitch over the right field wall, and New Britain baseball
was complete with a 7-5 win.
Since the team moved to Hartford (and finally had their stadium
built), I've been to a few games. It's baseball and I love it, but the
modern steel-framed ballpark in the middle of a busy city is not the
same as the open air of New Britain Stadium on a summer
afternoon. I still miss it.
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Babe Ruth in a Kimono: How Baseball Diplomacy has Fortified Japan-US Relations

By Steven Wisensale

Editor’s Note: This article was first published May 27, 2018 on
www.theconversation.com.
On February 9, 2001, an American submarine, the USS Greenville,
surfaced beneath the Ehime Maru, a Japanese ship filled with high
school students who were training to become fishermen. The ship
sank, and nine students and teachers died.
Had a Japanese submarine surfaced beneath a North Korean ship
and sank it, the two nations might have gone to war.
But in this case, U.S. and Japanese officials were able to turn to a
familiar diplomatic tool: baseball. To honor the victims, they
formed a youth baseball tournament that takes place each year,
with the location alternating between Shikoku and Hawaii.
The role of baseball in Japanese-U.S. diplomacy has a long and rich
history. After American educator Horace Wilson and railway
engineer Hiroshi Hiraoka introduced the sport to the Japanese
people in the 1870s, it flourished. With time, the sport has been a
unifier, bringing together the people of two nations with vastly
divergent histories and cultures.
Goodwill tours first began in the early 1900s, when Japanese and
American college baseball teams competed against one another.
Professional teams soon followed. While World War II interrupted
the cultural exchange, baseball has served as a healing mechanism
since the end of the war, helping the two geopolitical foes become
loyal allies.
As a Fulbright scholar in Japan, I studied the role baseball played in
the diplomatic relationship between Japan and the U.S. I’ve
identified six key moments in this unique history.
The Babe wins hearts and minds
In 1934, though the clouds of war were looming, Babe Ruth and his
American teammates embarked on an 18-game tour of Japan.
Swatting 13 home runs, waving American and Japanese flags,
clowning with kids and even donning a kimono, the Babe won the
hearts and minds of the Japanese people.

Lefty to the rescue
In 1949, four years after the end of World War II, American
troops were still occupying Japan.
General Douglas MacArthur, the Supreme Commander of the
Allied Powers, was charged with overseeing the postwar
occupation and rebuilding efforts. With food shortages and
homelessness a recurring issue – and complaints about some
culturally insensitive troops – he became concerned about antiAmerican sentiment and feared a communist insurgency.
MacArthur, who had played baseball as a cadet at West Point,
understood the cultural importance of the sport to both
countries. As a way to ease tensions, he summoned former MLB
star Lefty O’Doul, who had become the manager of the minor
league San Francisco Seals. The Japanese people were already
familiar with O'Doul: He had played during the 1931 tour,
persuaded Ruth to go to Japan in 1934 and helped launch a
Japanese professional league in 1936.

Today, Ruth’s statue stands in the Sendai Zoo. It was on that very
spot – considered sacred by some – where the great Yankees
slugger’s first home run in Japan landed.

The Seals would become the first American baseball team to play
in Japan since Ruth’s tour, and their 10-game tour drew 500,000
fans, including 14,000 war orphans at a game against an American
military all-star team. Emperor Hirohito even met with O’Doul to
thank him and the Seals.

When the team returned to the U.S., Connie Mack, owner and
manager of the Philadelphia Athletics, proclaimed that the two
countries would never go to war.

MacArthur would later say that O’Doul’s tour was the greatest
example of diplomacy he had ever seen. Today, O’Doul is one of
only three Americans in the Japanese Baseball Hall of Fame.

“There was strong anti-American feeling throughout Japan,” Mack
told reporters, “and then Babe Ruth smacked a home run, and all
the ill feeling and underground war sentiment vanished just like
that!”
Unfortunately, seven years after Ruth’s visit, Mack would be proven
wrong.

Wally Yonamine ‘integrates’ Japanese baseball
In the early 1950s, several Japanese team owners began to
explore the feasibility of recruiting American baseball players,
hoping an infusion of American talent could elevate the quality of
play.
“Kimono” continued on Page 16
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Astroball
(Currently Available) by Ben Reiter
When Sports Illustrated declared on the cover of a June 2014 issue
that the Houston Astros would win the World Series in 2017,
people thought Ben Reiter, the article’s author, was crazy. The
Astros were the worst baseball team in half a century, but they
were more than just bad. The cover story, combined with the
specificity of Reiter’s claim, met instant and nearly universal
derision. But three years later, the critics were proved improbably,
astonishingly wrong. How had Reiter predicted it so accurately?
And, more important, how had the Astros pulled off the
impossible?

A Franchise on the Rise
(Currently Available) by Don Amore
2018 marks 115 years since the inception of the New York Yankees
and what a time it's been! Veteran sportswriter Dom Amore takes
readers back in time to the first twenty years of the team's
existence, from 1903 to 1923, focusing on all the major players and
events, including their first ten years as the Highlanders, move to
Yankee Stadium, and subsequent first World Series in 1923. This is a
tale about the business of baseball as it was done at the time and, in
many ways, as it still must be done. There was no secret to building a
winning organization. It took money and luck, but it also took a
group of people working as a team and each doing it superbly.

The Big Fella
(October 18, 2018) by Jane Leavy
From Jane Leavy, the award-winning, New York Times bestselling
author of The Last Boy and Sandy Koufax, comes the definitive
biography of Babe Ruth - the man Roger Angell dubbed "the model
for modern celebrity." He lived in the present tense; in the
camera’s lens. He swung the heaviest bat, earned the most money,
and incurred the biggest fines. Like all the new-fangled gadgets then
flooding the marketplace - radios, automatic clothes washers,
Brownie cameras, microphones and loudspeakers - Babe Ruth
"made impossible events happen." Aided by his crucial partnership
with Christy Walsh, Ruth drafted the blueprint for modern athletic
stardom.

Cincinnati’s Crosley Field
(Currently Available) SABR Publication
April 11, 1912, marked a new era in the history of the Cincinnati
Reds. On that day the team inaugurated the season by playing its first
game at Redland Field, which was renamed Crosley Field in 1934.
The new steel and concrete ballpark was located at the site of its
predecessor, the outdated wooden Palace of the Fans at the
intersection of Findlay Street and Western Avenue. For almost six
decades, Crosley Field beckoned like a shining gem surrounded by
warehouses and industrial complexes in the Queensgate
neighborhood of the Queen City. This book evokes memories of
Crosley Field through detailed summaries of more than 85 historic
and monumental games played there, and 10 insightful feature essays
about the history of the ballpark. . This volume is a collaborative
effort of more than three dozen members of the Society for
American Baseball Research (SABR), including Alan Cohen, Art
Shamsky, Brian P. Wood, Greg Erion, Gregory H. Wolf, Jacob
Pomrenke, Joe Schuster, Joe Wancho, Lon Garber and Norm King.

Dawn and Dusk of the Colonial League
(Currently Available) by George Pawlush
The dreams of many returning World War II veterans, optimistic
baseball promoters, and recent high-school graduates were set
into motion more than 70 years ago with the formation of the
Colonial League, a Class B minor-league circuit that operated from
1947 to 1950 in Connecticut, New York, and New Jersey cities.
For war vets who lost valuable playing years serving in the military
and players who had brief call-ups to the majors during the war,
but now were expendable as veterans returned to reclaim their
roster spots. These groups were joined by talented young Latin
American players, making their debuts in Organized Baseball, and
seasoned black players, who were now breaking into the minor
and major leagues after being denied this opportunity for so many
years. In the Colonial's inaugural 1947 season, there were only 17
black players on minor league teams across the United States; six
of these players played in the Colonial League. The book is a blend
of local history, post-war baseball, labor strife, bouncing paychecks,
a team bus with no brakes and much fascinating detail.

Phinally!
(August 20, 2018) by J. Daniel
A lot happened in baseball in 1980. After being stabbed with a
penknife in Mexico during spring training, Indians Super Joe
Charboneau captured Cleveland’s heart and Rookie of the Year.
Nolan Ryan became baseball’s first Million Dollar Man, and Billy Ball
revived Oakland’s fading franchise. Bad guys Bill Mad Dog Madlock
and Dave Kong Kingman terrorized fellow players, umpires and
sportswriters. The Phillies and Expos battled up to the season’s final
weekend while the Dodgers and Astros needed a one-game playoff
to decide their division. In October, George Brett led the Royals
where he battled Mike Schmidt’s Phillies in the Fall Classic. This book
covers it all: the bean balls, bench-clearing brawls, the return of
Darth Vader and the launch of CNN.
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The Danbury, Connecticut Hatters and the 1914 Atlantic League
It was the summer of 1914. The politics of the world were
beginning to boil and the start of a major war involving most of
Europe appeared imminent.
Here in the United States, thousands of miles away, people were
less anxious about politics and more concerned about their jobs,
silent movies, which were now the rage; and the automobile that
was becoming increasingly popular across the land.
Baseball enjoyed a very special hour. Organized baseball was at an
all-time high with 43 minor leagues operating in 1914.
Minor league baseball was governed by the National Association
(Organized Baseball), founded in 1901, which established roster and
salary limits, and a draft system league classifications.
The 16 major-league teams relied upon the minors to provide them
a reliable source of talent while the minor-league teams needed to
sell their best players for their franchises to remain solvent.
Interest for minor league baseball was sky high in Connecticut.
There were Class B Eastern Association franchises in New London,
Waterbury, Bridgeport, Hartford, New Haven and New Britain.
Also operating were the Danbury Hatters, members of the fledging
Class D Atlantic League.

By George Pawlush

The teams were independently owned and stocked with up-andcoming youngsters, as well as long-time veterans, looking for one
last opportunity to reach the big leagues. Sometimes, even players
in lowest level Class D leagues, graduated to the major leagues after
concluding their minor-league seasons in early September.
Organized Baseball stipulated that teams in Class D Leagues, like
the Atlantic, will be paid $500 for players drafted by the majorleague or higher classified minor-league teams.
After experiencing professional baseball in 1887-88 and 1898,
Danbury was making its second revival in a city that was known as
"hat-making capital of the world." Danbury fans had the reputation
of supporting a winner but would stay away if it was losing.
The team, known as the Hatters, played in a park that was built and
owned by the Danbury and Bethel Railway prior to the start of the
1913 season, when the team was a last-minute addition to the new
New York-New Jersey League. In the early 1900s it was not
uncommon throughout the country for trolley companies to
develop relationships with baseball and amusement parks. Trolley
owners saw it as a perfect way to increased ridership.

Known as the New York/New Jersey League in 1913, the circuit
changed its name for the 1914 season to the Atlantic League to
reflect its reach into Connecticut.

The Danbury ballpark field was located on the corner of South
Street and Shelter Rock Road, next to the trolley barn. The park
seated 1800 fans and was encircled by a nine-foot fence throughout
the outfield. Not surprisingly, entry to the grounds was convenient
to the trolley tracks.

In addition to the Danbury franchise, other league members
included the Poughkeepsie Honey Bugs, Newburgh Dutchmen and
the Middletown Middies, in New York; and the Newark/Long
Branch Cuban Giants, Perth Amboy Pacers, Paterson Coganites and
Asbury Park Sea Urchins, in New Jersey.

It was usual to see fans converging on the stadium following
completion of their work shifts at hat factories scattered
throughout town. The games started at 3:30 pm. General admission
was 25 cents. For five cents more, fans could get a seat in the
grandstand that could accommodate 1,000 people.

The nicknames were the brainstorm of league president Roslyn
Cox, who wanted fans in each of the league cities to suggest team
names. The contest winners, in each city, received passes to attend
all their team’s home games.
The Atlantic adopted a 100-game schedule that began on May 20
and finished on Labor Day. The salary cap for each team was $1,200
per month and rosters were limited to 12 players. Teams were
coached by a captain (player/manager) who also played an active
position.
Under Organized Baseball rules, prior to the season all league
members had to file $1,000 bonds with the league office. This
covered half of the team’s monthly salary payroll and would be given
to players in the event the team went out of business. The
remaining $400 was a guarantee of good faith. This bond
encouraged teams to finish their schedules.
The teams traveled by buses. All games were played in daylight,
usually in late afternoons, during the week, with doubleheaders
scheduled on holidays and Sunday afternoons. Visiting teams were
guaranteed $50 per game while game receipts for the Memorial, July
4th and Labor Day holiday games, usually the largest fan draws of the
year, were split between the two contesting teams, instead of
pooled.

Boney Blake

Duke Landgraf

“Hatters” continued on Page 9
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A Personal History of Visits to Boston’s Fenway Park
To get to Fenway Park I have to go through (or above) Connecticut.
My first trip was in February of 1968 when I visited a friend in graduate school. (See
photo). Fenway was closed to all but season ticket holders.
In May of 1975, I had an Ameripass which put me there on a weekday afternoon for a
game versus Cleveland. I got in a line for senior tickets and scored one for about 50
cents. Frank Robinson sent Leron Lee to bat for himself because of the left-righty
matchup. He failed and the Tribe lost. I joked about that with F. Robby at a recent
card show.
There was once an organized group of ballpark postcard collectors with a substantial
newsletter. We met in Anaheim, Chicago, Cleveland, Lancaster, PA and Fenway Park
in August 1999. An intern guide took us around and we all knew more than she did.
We saw a model of plans to create a new Fenway, keeping part of the old ballpark,
which never happened. I didn’t stay for the night game vs. Oakland.
I went to a Boston Braves reunion, and used Boston as a base of operations to visit New England towns in my slow season (Late
October / early November) I also passed Fenway a few times when Joanne Hulbert held Boston chapter meetings in the sports bar on
the other side of Fenway from the “T”.
In August of 2017, I went with part of (should have been more of) the Connecticut chapter to see a loss to Baltimore. Fenway was
showing its age. For example, instead of straight aisles, you had to zig-zag.

Predictions from the 19th and Early 20th Century

Unearthed by Jim Mizera

November 4, 1877, New York Mercury
“The baseball mania is getting so bad that every city will soon have a mammoth structure like the Roman Coliseum to play in.
This will be illuminated by electric lights so that games can be played nights‚ thus overcoming a serious objection at present
existing."
1879 Cincinnati Gazette editorial, republished in Old Time Baseball by Harvey Frommer
“Wright's prayers weren't the only place baseball was being incorporated. After finally losing, to the Brooklyn Atlantics, in
their 93rd game, the city of Cincinnati was devastated and fans quit going to games. Investors withdrew, and the Cincinnati
Gazette claimed, "the baseball mania has run its course. It has no future as a professional endeavor.”
Tris Speaker (on Babe Ruth's future, 1921)republished often especially after 1980
“Ruth made a grave mistake when he gave up pitching. Working once a week, he might have lasted a long time and become a
great star.”
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Hatters (continued from page 7)
Ernest “Duke” Landgraf owned and managed the Danbury team.
He was a colorful individual who broke into baseball as a player in
1898 and remained in professional baseball until 1950 as a player,
owner, general manager, major-league scout and president of the
Class D North Atlantic League, 1946-1950, before retiring from
the game.
Danbury also had a hometown favorite in the person of John
"Boney" Blake, who was a former baseball captain at Danbury High
School. He played collegiate baseball during the spring at Niagara
University and in the summer, under an alias, with the Hatters.
Blake, who later coached basketball at Niagara and St. John's
Universities, was a fleet-footed outfielder who hit .305 and .286
respectively for the 1913 and 1914 Danbury clubs.
The opening-day games were special in all league cities as mayors
declared half-day holidays in each of their municipalities. The
afternoon off from their jobs allowed workers to attend the games,
or to watch the parade of teams, bands and city officials who
marched to the ballpark on streets lined with banners and flags.
Long Branch, the New York-New Jersey titlists in 1913, relocated
to Newark for the 1914 season. They were again tabbed as heavy
favorites to win the league title. The team was owned by Dr.
Carlos Henriquez who moved the team to Newark as a favor to
Brooklyn Dodger owner Charles Ebbets Jr., who also owned the
Newark Class AA International League team.
Ebbets wanted an every-day presence of Organized Baseball in
New Jersey’s largest city to stave off incursion by a Federal League
franchise. The Federal League was organized as a third major
league in 1914 and hoped to place a team in Newark, New Jersey’s
largest city in 1915 to dent the lucrative New York metropolitan
market. The Feds already had a competing team in Brooklyn
Henriquez stocked his Atlantic team with players recruited from
Cuba. This angered fellow League owners who felt that Newark
had an unfair advantage by signing players from the Caribbean.
Many baseball leaders at that time had a bias to keep baseball
strictly as an American game for only players born in the United
States.

Following the completion of the season, four Atlantic League
players were drafted onto major league rosters. This included
Cuban born Long Branch infielder Angel Aragon, who led the
league with a .443 batting average. Arragon was picked up by the
New York Yankees and played the 1914, 1916, and 1917 seasons
as a reserve for the Bombers. Also, advancing to the majors
were Newburgh third-baseman Bill Tamm, with the Yankees; and
infielder Des Beatty and pitcher Ray Scull, both of Poughkeepsie,
who both signed with the New York Giants.
Thirty-two-year-old Andy Coakley of Asbury Park was among
the top pitchers in the Atlantic League. The 6-1, 165-pound
right-hander led the league with 138 strikeouts. Coakley, with an
11-12 record, pitched in 200 innings and was one bight spot in
Asbury Park’s last place finish.
Then in the autumn of his professional career, Coakley once had
been a prominent major leaguer. He pitched in 150 games,
between 1902 and 1911, with the Philadelphia Athletics and the
Cincinnati Reds. Coakley had a brilliant 20-7 season for the
Athletics in 1905.
Both major and minor leagues were susceptible to fluctuating
economic climates, changing consumer demand, and other
external forces. Certainly the lower leagues were more sensitive
to them than the majors.
The emergence of the Federal League in 1914 also helped thin
out minor-league ranks. Approximately 50 teams shut down in
1914. Only 31 of the 43 leagues that started the 1914 season
operated in 1915.
This concluded the brief one year history of the Atlantic League
and ended professional baseball in Danbury, Connecticut.

Recent Event

As expected, Newark got off to a fast start and by mid-season the
Atlantic became a two-team race between the Cuban Giants and
Poughkeepsie. Danbury started slowly but fought back to reach
.500 on June 25.
The Hatters continued to rise and on August 16 were ten games
over .500 at 44-34, just six games behind Poughkeepsie (47-25) and
Long Branch (48-26), which had returned to Long Branch on July 3
because of poor fan support in Newark.
The final three weeks of the Atlantic season were memorable.
Danbury fell out of the race by losing 13 of its final games.
Poughkeepsie went 18-6 after August 16, and nosed out Long
Branch, 11-6 during that span, to capture the Atlantic crown.
Despite its mid-season surge, Danbury suffered at the gate as fans
stayed away. The long trips and transportation costs to the New
Jersey and New York cities completely wiped out their guaranteed
road money.

On March 27, Connecticut SABR members Bill Ryczek and
Paul Hensler appeared at RJ Julia in Middletown to talk about
their latest books; "The New Boys of Summer: Baseball’s
Radical Transformation in the Late Sixties" by Hensler and
“Baseball on the Brink: The Crisis of 1968” by Ryczek. Both
are available on Amazon.
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Negro Ballplayers Barnstorming at Forbes Field

By Alan Cohen

Robinson’s team was integrated, making
the team one of the first integrated squads
ever to take the field at a big-league park.
The white players who played at Pittsburgh
were outfielder Marvin Rackley and pitcher
In 1946, games played on September 30 and October 8 said much Richard Mlady.
about where the country was in accepting black ballplayers and
The opposition “Major League All-Stars”
where we would be heading in the years and decades to come.
included Hank Sauer who had played in
After the 1946 season, Bobby Feller put together a barnstorming
only 47 major league games over a threeevent, and the first stop was at Forbes Field in Pittsburgh. A
year span. In 1947, his eighth minor league season, his 50 homers
power strike on the eve of the scheduled September 30, 1946
with Syracuse punched his ticket to the big leagues. In 15 major
encounter between the Satchel Paige All-Stars and the Bob Feller
All-Stars moved the scheduled night game to the afternoon. The league seasons, he hit 288 homers. In 1952, he was selected the
National League MVP after hitting 37 homers with 121 RBIs for the
crowd was only 4,592 as cold weather blasted the city.
Chicago Cubs.
The Negro stars won the contest 3-1. Paige and Feller each
pitched three innings before exiting. Paige struck out four batters The starting pitcher for the Robinson squad was Willie Pope. He had
and allowed one hit. Feller struck out three and allowed two hits. spent the season with the Pittsburgh Crawfords. He played organized
The score was 1-1 when they left the game. Barney Brown ball from 1950 through 1955, but never advanced beyond Class AAA.
replaced Paige in the fourth inning and held Feller’s team scoreless He was relieved by Mlady who had been in the Dodgers organization
the rest of the way, allowing but one hit.
since 1940. Mlady never made it to the majors, posting a 40-44
Feller’s team took a one-run the lead in the top of the first inning. record in six minor league seasons. In 1946, Mlady had been with
Paige’s team tied things up in the bottom of the inning. Quincy Nashua, teaming with two players that were on the Robinson AllTrouppe led the inning off with a double and came around to Stars and would go on to great success with Brooklyn.
score on a grounder by Sam Jethroe.
The catcher was Roy Campanella. The Dodgers signed him in 1946
Pittsburgh was a mecca for Black baseball with the Crawfords and
Homestead Grays playing many Negro League games at Forbes
Field. However, they were not the only Black teams and players
to play at Forbes Field

Trouppe had been playing ball in the Negro Leagues since 1930,
and he was with the Cleveland Buckeyes of the Negro American
League in 1946. He had a brief view of the promised land in 1952
when he played six games with the Cleveland Indians toward the
beginning of the season.
Sam Jethroe was with the Cleveland Buckeyes and was acquired
by the Brooklyn Dodger organization in 1948. He was traded to
the Boston Braves prior to the 1950 season and was the National
League’s rookie of the year in 1950 batting .273 with 18 homers
and 58 RBIs.
Barney Brown, who was 38-years-old when he took the mound
on September 30, would never pitch in the big leagues. He pitched
with the Philadelphia Stars of the Negro National League through
1948 and then pitched three years in the Mexican League.

and he spent the season at Class B Nashua batting .290 in 113 games.
He arrived in Brooklyn in 1948. The other Nashua player was pitcher
Don Newcombe. Newk was on the caravan but did not pitch at
Forbes Field.
Robinson’s second baseman was Larry Doby, who had spent 1946
with Newark Eagles, with whom he had begun his professional career
in 1942. Doby tripled in a pair of runs and came around to score in
the third inning. During the 1947 season, the Cleveland Indians
acquired him from Newark and Doby went on to a Hall-of-Fame
career.
Robinson’s outfielders included Marvin Rackley and Monte Irvin.
Rackley, a teammate of Robinson’s at Montreal, signed with the
Dodgers prior to the 1941 season. After spending his first two
seasons in the low minors, Rackley entered the Air Force for the
duration of World War II. In 1946 with Montreal, he led the
International league with triples (14) and stolen bases (65). He played
in parts of four major-league seasons, appeared in 185 games and
batted .317.

Paige’s stars took the lead in the seventh inning. Henry Thompson
walked, stole second and scored on Herb Souell’s single.
Thompson signed with the St. Louis Browns the following season
and made his major league debut on July 17, 1947. He played nine
major-league seasons, mostly with the New York Giants.
Irvin was destined to be a star in the majors as he had been in the
After playing with the Montreal Royals of the International League, Negro Leagues. In 1946, he had played with the Newark Eagles, and
Jackie Robinson put together a group of players to barnstorm. remained with them through 1948. In 1949, at age 30, he was
acquired by the New York Giants and was with them for seven
The tour was coordinated by Mickey McConnell of the Dodgers.
seasons. In 1951, he led the National League in RBIs with 121 and
On October 8, their caravan arrived at Forbes Field for a 4:00 PM finished third in MVP balloting. He was inducted into the Hall of
contest. Some of Robinson’s teammates in the 6-4 win are well Fame in 1973.
known to this day. Others have seen time pass them by.
The next season would see Robinson, Doby, and Thompson advance
Robinson played shortstop that day, as his team’s shortstop Al to the big leagues. They would be joined in subsequent years by
Campanis, was injured. Robinson had three hits, scored two runs Paige, Irvin, Newcombe, Jethroe, and Trouppe. The Negro Leagues
and stole a base.
would fade away and barnstorming would vanish as well.

The Wood Pile
Book Review: Home Team
Home Team: The Turbulent History of the
San Francisco Giants by Robert F. Garratt
The students in the Baseball History
course which I taught for several years at
Quinnipiac University were always
incredulous to learn that that though I was
raised within walking distance of Yankee
Stadium, I was (and am) a diehard member
of Red Sox Nation. Their astonishment
served my purpose in that I could illustrate
that in order to understand the events in
the long history of the game, one must
understand the social, economic and political context which
surrounds those events rather than to focus exclusively on the
personalities involved.
It wasn’t as if I had simply fallen out of love with the New York
Giants, my first passion. No, my gradual transition to the Red Sox
began when the Giants abandoned New York for sunny California in
1958. To my students’ further disbelief, this occurred in the days
before any technology allowed regular access to West Coast games
(students sometimes seem to believe that history begins when they
first become aware of the world). As a result of this event, I was
left with two choices, become a Yankee fan (the Dodgers, of course,
had left as well) or cultivate an interest in Roller Derby. The first
was unthinkable (any true Giants or Dodgers fan had an abiding
contempt for the arrogant Yankees and their fans), and as for the
Roller Derby -- well, “Toughy” Brasuhn wasn’t quite enough. A
solution soon presented itself, however: find a team within
reasonable distance which despised the Yankees as much as I did.
After all, the enemy of my enemy is my friend, or, if one prefers to
paraphrase Harburg and Lane, “If I’m not near the team I love, I love
the team I’m near”. Either way, a Red Sox fan was born.
This is the point where the narrative of Home Team: The Turbulent
History of the San Francisco Giants begins. Two myths regarding the
“why” of the Giants’ desertion of their fans and their legacy do not
survive the incisive analysis of Professor Garratt: it was not pure
greed that lured Horace Stoneham to San Francisco but rather a
failure to respond intelligently to real cultural shifts and it was not
Walter O’Malley who pulled old Horace by the nose to reinforce his
own move to Los Angeles.
Clearly, the Polo Grounds, the lovable relic of a bygone time simply
had to go. A chain of events triggered by the end of World War ll,
including the passage of the G.I. Bill which, among other things,
allowed veterans, among them many die-hard Giants fans, the
economic wherewithal to leave the inner city where ballparks like
the Polo Grounds were situated and to move to the suburbs. This
exodus, in turn, sharply reduced the area’s tax base thereby
resulting in the slow deterioration of its quality of life and even its
perceived safety. Then, too, ballparks like the Polo Grounds were
built long before the advent of major automotive traffic was possible
so that nowhere near the minimum number of parking spaces
necessary were available for those fans from the new suburbs who
could no longer simply walk or use surface public transportation
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to get to the ballpark. Enlarging parking areas was not an option
given the lack of room in inner cities for expansion of facilities.
Yes, the World Series championship of 1954 bolstered attendance
significantly but that was simply a temporary reprieve.
Attendance in the succeeding years was alarmingly low and the
franchise was in trouble. Stoneham certainly recognized all of this
but reflexively and painfully (he was a devoted New Yorker)
decided that only a move could resolve the problem.
If we engage in counterfactual thinking for a moment, however,
we can imagine that the deal offered by Robert Moses which
Walter O’Malley rejected, a plan to build a new Ebbetts Field in
Queens, might have been available to the Giants. Stoneham never
pursued this possibility. We know that the talent in the pipeline
to the major league club was immense. Joining Willie Mays in the
early San Francisco years were Orlando Cepeda, Willie McCovey,
Juan Marichal, Jim Davenport, Felipe Alou, Gaylord Perry, Jack
Sanford and others. Success and the corresponding fan interest in
New York would have been inevitable. The New York Mets might
never have existed and San Francisco would have had to look
elsewhere for a major league membership.
Stoneham’s initial idea was a move to Minneapolis where the
organization operated its AAA franchise. Enter, however, the
new mayor of San Francisco, George Christopher, a can-do
political figure who in his two terms significantly improved
housing, schools, and the city’s recreational facilities.
Christopher’s drive and energy became devoted to the hunt for a
major league baseball team and Horace Stoneham became his
prey: the New York Giants would be no more. As Garratt
wrote, “San Francisco now had its home team, one that would be
shaped and given its own identity, as part of the ongoing process
of the city’s change and reinvention.”
Seals Stadium was a charming little ballpark which for years had
been the home field of the city’s Pacific Coast League club. But
despite significant alterations primarily to increase its seating
capacity, a brand new park needed to be built and therein lies a
tale of misery and woe and a stadium which the author poignantly
labels “Scandalstick”. Alternately called “The Temple of Winds”
and “Field of Screams” among other less than pleasant names,
Candlestick Park was approved by the gullible Giants boss when
he was shown the site during early morning hours, long before the
bone-chilling winds and occasional fog made life miserable for
players and especially for fans. Roger Angell, the Hall of Fame
writer, described the experience as “akin to an Aleut rite of
passage”. Adding to the ambience were the wafting strains of
garbage smells coming from the nearby county landfill site. In
addition the very act of getting from the parking lot to the stands
involved navigating a very steep incline dubbed “Cardiac Hill”
where during the very first season, seven fans suffered fatal heart
attacks. The construction of the building was marked by major
disputes between the architect and the builder, serious cost
overruns and more than a hint of corruption and skullduggery of
one sort or another. In short, a catastrophe.
“Home Team” continued on Page 17
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Tom Yawkey: Patriarch of the Boston Red Sox to Yawkey, the Red Sox were a rich man’s toy, something to
by Bill Nowlin
occupy his time when he came to Boston in late spring each year.
He spent over half the year at his estate in South Carolina and
No stranger to the general meetings of the maintained hotel suites in New York and Boston, but when he was
Smoky Joe Wood chapter, Bill Nowlin has in the home city of his ball club, he was a fixture in his private box
produced a fine biography of former Red at Fenway Park. Dressed in the plainest of street clothes, Yawkey’s
Sox owner Tom Yawkey that, if one sartorial image led many to believe that he was one of the
peruses the abundant endnotes at the rear attendants when he dropped by the clubhouse, and he reveled in
of the book, took the author more than a suiting up to take the field and indulge in some batting practice or a
few years to write. The text of Tom game of pepper.
Yawkey is well fortified by the author’s
extensive research into a wide range of Although Yawkey’s love for his team was undeniable, Nowlin takes
secondary sources as well as site visits to much time to delve into the nagging question of racism that served
the Yawkey property in South Carolina and interviews with dozens as an odious undercurrent retarding the Red Sox post-World War
of people who had some connection to the Red Sox – on and off II progress. The renowned tryout in 1945 that gave the team a
the field – or to the Yawkey family. Nowlin’s subject continues to firsthand look at Jackie Robinson – and potentially the opportunity
generate a modicum of controversy more than forty years after his to sign him before any other club – is detailed, as is the quest to
passing, not least of which was the recent decision to rename find out who at Fenway Park that fateful day yelled a racial epithet
Yawkey Way, adjacent to Fenway Park, to its former appellation of to Robinson and two other black players to get off the field during
the tryout. Not only was Robinson denied a contract, but Nowlin
Jersey Street.
cites the team’s failure to sign a teenaged Willie Mays, who was
The author jumps headlong into the narrative, beginning with playing in the same Birmingham, Alabama, stadium that was the
Yawkey’s purchase of the Sox in 1933 and backfills details of his life home of the Red Sox American Association farm club in 1948.
in subsequent chapters. This is an effective approach to grab the
attention of younger readers who, unlike those of Baby Boomer age, In the years following Yawkey’s death, his widow Jean took over
may barely recognize the Yawkey name. By launching into the tale the team’s ownership, and this phase of the club’s history is well
of how a youthful man – thirty years old at the time but born into chronicled and includes the turbulent era in which struggle over
wealth girded by family money made in the lumber industry – control of the front office became at times a public embarrassment.
acquired a major-league club, Nowlin quickly sets the tone in Nowlin puts this experience in perspective vis-a-vis the treatment
describing the origins of what would become Yawkey’s most notable of the Yawkey legacy, not least of which remains to this day in the
tangible works provided by or funded by the Yawkey Foundations.
role.
To date the charitable endeavors of that organization have
A young free-spender who could afford to be one even in his time at contributed hundreds of millions of dollars, notably to medical
Yale, “Yawkey was the center of the party” who loved fast cars, but causes, not least of which is the Jimmy Fund. When one also
his career focus concerned the oversight of a variety of heavy considers Yawkey’s land conservation work in South Carolina, his
industries including paper mills, mines, lumber, and manufacturing longtime support of a home for wayward boys, the children he put
concerns (29). He proved to be a good steward of these through college, and the spot bonuses he sometimes gave his
enterprises after his college days were over, and Yawkey was well players, it is easy to understand why Yawkey was such a likeable
positioned to purchase the Red Sox at a time when the nation was man.
still in the throes of the Great Depression.
But can the good deeds of Tom Yawkey overtake the unseemly
But to the continuing disappointment of Sox fans, Yawkey’s laissez- racist reputation that continues to dog him decades after his death?
faire attitude hampered the team’s efforts to climb to the top of the Nowlin demonstrates that there is no proof that the owner ever
American League standings. The Red Sox were infected by a uttered epithets and shows further that he employed workers both
complacency that was perpetuated by the baseball men – which is to black and white on his vast acreage in South Carolina. If anything,
say cronies – who comprised Yawkey’s inner circle. Once having Yawkey was a product of his times, as quoted by one of the
gained the confidence of the owner, virtually anyone would become author’s interviewees: “Here you have someone who was very
a friend for life. Thus, Pinky Higgins “had something of a Svengali- much like gentlemen of his station and position at the time. He just
like influence on Yawkey,” and it was this kind of relationship that didn’t happen to be progressive on an issue that is attached to him”
stinted the Sox path to consistent contention (229). Higgins, whose (431). While the Minnesota Twins failed to integrate their spring
faults of alcoholism and racism seriously clouded his baseball training hotel until 1965 – they were the last team to do so and
judgment, remained in the team’s fold far too long. For better or seem to suffer no lingering opprobrium – Yawkey’s legacy will
worse, “one suspects it was not just sentiment and not just having a forever be tainted by what might be labeled Pumpsie Green
drinking buddy that made the Red Sox owner something of a captive Syndrome.
of so many of his employees” (229).
Bill Nowlin has contributed a valuable work to the corpus of
To be sure, there were pennants in 1946, 1967 – the unexpected baseball biographies and to the history of one of the game’s most
“Impossible Dream” – and 1975, all coming on Yawkey’s watch. But interesting franchises.
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On a picture perfect Cinco de Mayo morning, nine SABR members and friends gathered in
Tom and Matt Monito’s backyard for grilling, chilling and the playing of Strat-O-Matic Baseball
with vintage teams. On hand were Joe Runde, Larry Howard, Stan Dziurgot, Ray Sikora, Bryan
Sovinsky, John Garcia of Strat-O-Matic, Tom and Matt and myself. When the games were
done, Tom and Matt grilled dogs and burgers for all. Thanks to our gracious hosts we all had a
great time.
Here are three game write-ups:
HOF’ers 2, 1949 NY Giants 0 (summary by Ray Sikora)
At Monitto Stadium in Bristol, Connecticut on Saturday May 5, 2018, the Hall of Famers,
managed by Stan Dziurgot and Larry Howard defeated the 1949 NY Giants squad, managed by
Ray Sikora. Greg Maddux shutout the Giants 2-0 with an impressive 4 hit game, along with 7
K’s and only 1 BB. Maddux retired the side, facing the minimum Giants batters, in 5 of the 9
innings. In the first inning, Hank Thompson singled, Johnny Mize later doubled, but the Giants
failed to score when Sid Gordon lined out to third. The Giants could not muster any real
threat to score for the remainder of the game as Maddux faced only 3 or 4 batters in innings
two through nine.
Although Sheldon Jones only gave up 5 hits in his 7 innings of pitching, his control issues led to
4 walks. In the second inning, walks to Dave Winfield and Bill Dickey along with a 2 out single
by Tony Gwynn loaded the bases. Frank Frisch’s single drove Winfield in with the 1st run. The
second run scored on an error by Wes Westrum with George Brett batting.
1925 Yankees 11, Senators 1 (summary by Matt Monitto)
On the morning of May 5, the clock was turned back to 1924 for a Strat-o-Matic game
between the Washington Senators and New York Yankees. To the surprise of players and
observers alike, Washington starter Walter Johnson was knocked out of the box in the third
inning, giving up seven runs en route to an 11-1 Yankees victory.
After Johnson gave up a single and triple to the first two batters of the third, Curly Ogden
entered and pitched five-plus relief innings, keeping the Yankees off the scoreboard again
through the seventh. But New York's bats got to him in the eighth, as Ernie Johnson led off the
inning with his second triple of the game before Wally Schang belted a two-run home run. By
Speece finished the game for Washington; despite allowing two more runs to score, he
stranded the bases loaded.
Offensive stars for the Yankees included Babe Ruth, who went 4-4 and ended a home run shy
of the cycle; Johnson, 2-5 with two triples; and Schang, 3-4 with the game's only home run.
Herb Pennock pitched a complete game four-hitter for New York, allowing only one run in
the seventh when Roger Peckinpaugh's fly to center brought home Earl McNeely, who had
tripled.
2012 Tigers 4, 2012 Giants 0 (summary by Karl Cicitto)
In a game that matched the 2012 World Series opponents, Justin Verlander allowed zero runs against Buster Posey and friends, faced just
26 batters over eight and delivered a 4 – 0 win. A bases loaded single by Prince Fielder drove in Quintin Berry and Austin Jackson in the
third. Delmon Young singled in Miguel Cabrera for the third tally of that inning and Young would later drive in Brennan Boesch (who had
tripled) with a groundball in the fifth for the fourth and final run scored this day. Verlander was so effective that he faced the minimum 3
batters six times in the white washing, striking out the side in the fifth. Were it not for Gregor Blanco and Brandon Crawford, the 6’5”
Kitty Kat might have hurled a no-hitter. Blanco singled while Crawford had a double and a single off the tall fireballer. Those 3 were the
only hits against Verlander this day.
The managers were Joe Runde and myself. The game was played using the super advanced version in which ballpark effect and effective
innings rating came into play.
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Wilbur Cooper: The Winningest Pitcher in Pirates History

By Steve Krevisky

If you had a pitcher who won 20 games in a season 4 times in 7
years and won 19 games in 2 other seasons in that stretch would
you say that this pitcher was valuable to your staff? If you knew
that this pitcher led his league in numerous categories such as
wins, ERA, SHO, CG and WAR for pitchers you would likely want
him on your staff.

JAWS calculations, the Similarity
Score
method
compares
Cooper to such HOFers as
Marquard,
Coveleskie,
and
Drysdale. The comparisons to
Bunning, Haines and others
would be worth looking at as
well.
In any case, Cooper
deserves to be much more
known than he has been. He
has been mentioned at least 3
times in the SABR trivia
contests as well. The Bear from
Bearsville could certainly pitch
for me!

If you knew that he won more games in his career than any other
Pirates pitcher you might say Wow, yet this pitcher is a relative
unknown.
His name is Wilbur Cooper, born in Bearsville, West Virginia, on
Feb. 24, 1892 exactly 18 years after Honus Wagner. Cooper first
joined the Bucs in 1912 and was in the starting rotation by 1914.
Unfortunately for Wilbur, he missed the glory days of the Pirates
from 1901 to 1909.
That 7 year stretch, described above was
from 1918 to 1924, when Wagner was gone and before the
Waners arrived. In 1924, Cooper went 20-14, with a league
leading 4 SHO, but was traded to the Cubs after the season. He
thus missed out on being part of the 1925 and 1927 Pirates
pennant winners.
Wilbur won 19 games in both 1918 and 1919, and then followed
this up with 24 wins in 1920, a league leading 22 wins in 1921 and
23 wins in 1922. He could have easily had 5 consecutive seasons
of 20+ wins, which not many pitchers have done. He led the
league in ERA in 1916, at 1.87 when he was also used in relief. In
both 1919 and 1922, he led the league in CG. In 1924, he led in
SHO.
Why then isn’t Cooper better remembered? Perhaps because he
didn’t get to pitch in the World Series. The Buccos finished
second in 1912 and 1921, but were mediocre-to-bad in most of
his campaigns. He was likely overshadowed by other hurlers,
who got more exposure than he did, such as Matty, Ol’ Pete,
Dazzy Vance, Rube Marquard, and others, who pitched in media
centers. Cooper was very consistent and didn’t have the one
career year like Dolf Luque had in 1923.
Wilbur did pitch game 1 of the Oct. 2, 1920 tripleheader vs.
Cincinnati, which was a battle for third place with a World Series
share at stake. Cooper got shelled in game 1, as the Reds went
on to win 2 out of 3, wrapping up 3rd place on the heels of their
championship in 1919.
Could you argue for Cooper’s inclusion into the baseball HOF?
His lifetime record was 216 wins ( 202 with Pittsburgh), against
178 losses (159 with the Pirates), for a wining % of .554 (.560 with
Pitt).
His lifetime ERA was 2.89 (2.74 with the Bucs). His
lifetime ERA+ was 117 (120 with Pitt).
He was on some bad
teams, as mentioned above, and never made the WS. He had 3
seasons of WAR values of 6 or higher, with those coming in 1917,
1920, and 1922. He pitched partly in the Dead Ball era, and
partly in the Live Ball era. He is also one of 2 pitchers who hurled
3,000+ innings, with a career ERA below 3.00, who are not in the
HOF.
While he falls short of the HOF on certain measures, such as the

References:
1. Baseball-Reference.com
2. The ESPN Baseball Encyclopedia, 4th edition, by Gillette and
Palmer.

Exhibit at the Japanese Embassy
Baseball fans traveling to
D.C. for the All Star
Game or any other
reason may want to visit
the Japanese Embassy to
take in a special baseball
exhibits.
The Embassy of Japan’s
Information and Culture
Center is telling the
story of baseball in Japan
through an exhibition of
memorabilia, documents,
and narrative that is free
and open to the public in
downtown DC through
August 10. The exhibition is open Monday through Friday except
holidays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Featuring baseball related historical objects and artifacts from
Japan, the exhibition will trace the history of the sport in Japan,
from its introduction and rapid transformation into Japan’s
national sport, as well as explore the fascinating history of sports
exchange and “baseball diplomacy” between Japan and the U.S. –
avenues of contact that have fostered friendship, goodwill, and
reconciliation between the two nations
More information can be found at this url: http://
www.thegeorgetowndish.com/thedish/display-us-japan-baseballhistory-hits-homer-all-star-season
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Pirates Trivia

By Stan Dziurgot

In honor of SABR’s recent convention in the Steel City, here is a Pittsburgh-centric collection of puzzlers designed to test your handle on
Corsair history in the years of 1909, 1925, 1960, 1971 and 1979.
1909
1. After winning only 12 games during the regular season what Pirate pitcher won three games during the World Series?
2. Who was the Pirates manager in 1909?
3. The pitcher who won the first game in the history of the modern World Series in 1903 was also a member of the 1909 team; he won
3 games and lost 2 in the 1903 series that was a best-of-9 affair. Who is he?
4. What Detroit pitcher won 2 games in the series?
5. Ty Cobb batted .231 for Detroit during the 1909 Series; who led the Tigers with a .346 average?
1925
1. Who managed the 1925 Pirates?
2. What pitcher won games 6 & 7 of the 1925 World Series?
3. What former Cleveland pitcher lost 2 games during the 1925 World Series for Washington?
4. What Pirate pitching star from the 1909 series appeared for Pittsburgh during the 1925 World Series?
5. What former Philadelphia A's star appeared in 4 games for the Pirates?
1960
1. Yankee Manager Casey Stengel did not start Whitey Ford in World Series game 1; who started game 1 for NY? On the NBC radio
broadcast he was wrongly identified as the pitcher who gave up the home run to Bill Mazeroski by Chuck Thompson.
2. The trainer for the Pirates went on to become the trainer for the NY Knicks basketball team from 1967-1978. He was a member of
2 championship teams for the Knicks. Who was he?
3. When Dick Groat suffered a fractured left wrist in early September (HBP) who took over at short stop and helped to keep the
Pirates' pennant hopes alive?
4. What Pirates left handed pitcher would go on to pitch for the 1962 New York Mets?
5. Who were the starting pitchers in World Series game 7?
6. Who was the winning pitcher in game World Series game 7 for the Pirates?
7. When Mazeroski homered to end game 7, who was in the on deck circle for the Pirates?
8. In the same game, who was the batter when Yankee pitcher Jim Coates failed to cover first base on a ground ball to first baseman Bill
Skowron?
9. Same game, who hit the ball that hit Yankee short stop Tony Kubek in the throat that preceded the 3 run home run by Hal Smith?
10. Smith was in game 7 because the Pirates pinch ran for catcher Smoky Burgess. Who pinch ran for Burgess?
1971
1. Steve Blass was the winning pitcher in games 3 & 7 of the World Series, who was the losing pitcher in both games?
2. Bruce Kison was the winning pitcher in the first night game in World Series history, who started the game for the Orioles?
3. Who was the Pirates starting pitcher in that first night game?
4. Who was the losing pitcher for Baltimore in that night game?
5. Whose sacrificed fly drove in the winning run for Baltimore in World Series game 6 to force a 7th game?
1979
1. Trailing in the World Series 3 games to 1 who started game 5 for the Pirates?
2. Who was the Pirates manager who made that decision?
3. Who were the starting pitchers for World Series game 7?
4. Who was the winning pitcher for the Pirates in that game 7?
5. What Pittsburgh pitcher recorded 3 saves during the series?

Answers on Page 17
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Kimono (continued from Page 5)

However, there was still some concern about lingering hostility from the war, and owners worried that fans wouldn’t take kindly to
rooting for “pure American” ballplayers. Matsutaro Shoriki, the owner of the Tokyo Yomiuri Giants, reached out to his good friend,
Lefty O'Doul, for advice.
After consulting with the U.S. State Department, O'Doul recommended Wally Yonamine. The Japanese-American spoke no Japanese and
was initially subjected to racist taunts.
Nonetheless, as the first American to “integrate” Japanese baseball after World War II, he would change Japanese baseball forever:
Between 1951 and 2017, more than 300 American players would follow Yonamine’s lead and sign with Japanese ball clubs.
Yonamine’s arrival in Japan also coincided with the signing of the 1951 peace treaty that ended U.S. occupation of Japan in 1952.
The Giants poach a player
In 1964, left-handed relief pitcher Masanori Murakami was sent to the United States by the Nankai Hawks for special instruction from
the San Francisco Giants. Assigned to the Giants’ minor league affiliate in Fresno, California, Murakami was scheduled to return to the
Hawks in June. But he ended up staying on with the Giants when the Hawks never summoned him home.
By September, the Giants were in the heat of a pennant race and needed to replenish their depleted pitching staff. So they called up
Murakami from the minor leagues, and the Japanese southpaw was so effective in his short stint with the Giants that they wanted him to
stay on with the team. By the end of the season, they claimed they owned the rights to his contract.
Nippon Professional Baseball protested, and although a compromise was reached – with Murakami being permitted to stay one more
year with the Giants before returning to Japan permanently – no Japanese players would be allowed to come to the U.S. for more than
30 years.
Japanese team owners were well aware of what happened to the Negro Leagues after MLB clubs started poaching their best players.
Jackie Robinson joined the Dodgers in 1947; by 1958, they had dissolved.
‘The Tornado’ eases economic tensions
In the 1980s, Japan’s economy went into overdrive. By 1990, Japan had passed the U.S. in per capita GNP, and many Americans began to
resent their success. Japanese investors were gobbling up icons of American business like Rockefeller Center and Universal Studios, while
auto workers smashed Toyota cars to protest Japanese trade policy.
In 1995, finding a loophole in his contract, right-handed pitcher Hideo Nomo declared himself “retired” at age 26 and signed with the Los
Angeles Dodgers as a free agent. Many of his countrymen viewed Nomo as a traitor, and there were rumors that his father had stopped
speaking to him.
But Nomo became an instant star. With a corkscrew windup that flummoxed hitters, “The Tornado” was named the starting pitcher for
the 1995 All-Star game and won the Rookie of the Year award. Nomo’s success in the states softened the backlash back home, and
Japanese baseball fans ended up embracing him.
The posting fee is implemented
Yet as more and more Japanese players followed Nomo to Major League Baseball, Nippon Professional Baseball owners were rightfully
concerned about losing their “national assets” and receiving nothing in return. So in 1999, they worked in concert with Major League
Baseball to establish a “posting fee” system.
In short, a Japanese team can “post” a player who wants to play stateside; MLB teams then bid for the rights to negotiate with the player.
This compromise apparently satisfied the Japanese, while forcing MLB teams to be more selective in pursuing Japanese ballplayers.
Some of the more notable players to join MLB clubs via the posting system include Ichiro Suzuki, Daisuke Matsuzaka, Yu Darvish,
Masahiro Tanaka and Kenta Maeda. The most recent arrival is Shohei Ohtani. This past offseason, the Los Angeles Angels paid a US$20
million posting fee to Ohtani’s former team, the Nippon Ham Fighters, and gave Ohtani a $2.3 million signing bonus.
In an ironic twist, Ohtani, like Babe Ruth, is talented as a pitcher and a hitter. With the Angels, he plans to do both – a fitting echo to the
legacy of the superstar who became one of baseball’s leading diplomats.
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Home Team (continued from Page 11)
Despite the ballpark, the Giants were competitive enough on the
field during their first decade in the bay area to draw enough fans
to be competitive at the box office as well. It was not to last.
Many factors threatening financial ruin were in play but the
principal factor reducing ticket sales precipitously was the arrival
of Charles Finley and his flamboyant Athletics, late of Kansas City.
Stoneham’s retirement was followed by a succession of local
owners including Bob Lurie, who together with the ill-fated Mayor
George Moscone (victim, with Harvey Milk, in the Twinkie
defense assassination case) prevented sale of the club to Toronto
interests. But it was Peter Magowan whose leadership is mainly
responsible for the financial and on-field success of the recent
teams. It was Magowan who was able to build the new ballpark in
the downtown area. Candlestick was history and AT&T Park
(originally PacBell) is everything that Candlestick was not. In my
judgment, it is one of the three most beautiful stadia in the game
today.
Robert Garratt has done a remarkable job. Rarely does one find a
volume devoted to baseball management rather than to a
description of the games themselves which reads so smoothly and
which maintains interest throughout. It’s definitely worth a
serious look.

New Chairman of Minor Leagues: George Pawlush
00

Pirates Trivia Answers

(from Questions on Page 15)

1909 Answers
1. Babe Adams
2. Fred Clarke
3. Deacon Phillippe
4. Bill Donovan (who spent time with Hartford in the
Eastern League)
5. Jim Delahanty, brother of Ed
1925 Answers
1. Bill McKechnie
2. Ray Kremer
3. Stanley Coveleski
4. Babe Adams
5. Stuffy McInnis
1960 Answers
1. Art Ditmar
2. Danny Whelan
3. Dick Schofield
4. Vinegar Bend Mizell
5. Vernon Law and Bob Turley
6. Harvey Haddix
7. Dick Stuart, who would have pinch hit for Haddix
8. Roberto Clemente
9. Bill Verdin
10. Joe Christopher
1971 Answers
1. Mike Cuellar
2. Pat Dobson
3. Luke Walker
4. Eddie Watt
5. Brooks Robinson
1979 Answers
1.
Jim Rooker
2.
Chuck Tanner
3.
Jim Bibby and Scott McGregor
4.
Grant Jackson
5.
Kent Tekulve

George is pictured with fellow speakers at the March 2018 general
meeting at Q.U.
George Pawlush has been appointed Chairman of SABR’s Minor
Leagues Research Committee. He joined SABR in 1992. George is
the author of Dawn and Dusk of the Colonial League, which is
available on Amazon. George grew up in Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania. He received a bachelor's degree and a Master's at
Wilkes University. He spent 43 years as a senior public relations
practitioner in health care and higher education at his alma mater,
Wilkes University, Geisinger-Wyoming Valley Medical Center,
Yale-New Haven Hospital, and Danbury and Greenwich Hospitals.
Now retired, George lives in Cheshire, Connecticut with his wife,
Carol. Congrats, George!

Sources:
baseball-reference.com
Jim Reisler, The Best Game Ever, Carroll and Graff, 2007
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Baseball's 'Magna Carta' Displayed in Major Exhibition on the Game in D.C.
The handwritten “Laws of Base Ball,” which historians have called the
“Magna Carta” of the game after they were decided at a convention in
1857, will be among the artifacts featured in the new exhibition
“Baseball Americana” opening June 29 at the Library of Congress. The
exhibition will explore baseball’s past and present and how the game has
forged a sense of community for players and fans across the country.
The founding documents of baseball that would shape the modern game
as our national pastime were ironed out in January and February 1857 at
a convention called by the Knickerbockers Base Ball Club in New York
City. Corrections were made by hand as the details were negotiated by
New York-area ballclubs, including whether to play seven, nine or 12
innings to a game. The convention established a uniform set of rules,
many of which are still in use today, including nine players on a side, nine
innings to a game and 90 feet between bases.
Long thought to be lost, the original “Laws of Base Ball” manuscripts
were saved by an heir of a Knickerbocker delegate to the convention.
They resurfaced in 1999 and sold at auction, but their significance was
not understood. They were sold again in 2016, and the buyer is lending
the documents for their first major exhibition.
In addition to the extensive baseball holdings of the Library of Congress,
“Baseball Americana” also will feature items from the National Baseball
Hall of Fame and Museum, including Babe Ruth’s shoes and his 1921
agreement with the New York Yankees, Dottie Key’s uniform from the
Rockford Peaches and Ty Cobb’s 1908 contract with the Detroit Tigers.
A selection of baseball gloves, bats, balls, shoes and catchers’ masks
from past and current professional players will show how the game has
evolved over the centuries.
More information on the exhibit can be found here:
https://
www.loc.gov/item/prn-18-060/baseballs-magna-carta-to-be-displayed-inmajor-exhibition-on-the-game/2018-05-03/
-From a press release

SABR members Marjorie Adams and Roger Ratzenberger at
the Baseball Americana Exhibit at the National Archives in
D.C. The exhibit includes Doc Adams' hand written Laws of
Baseball (1857). Doc is Marjorie's grandfather.

Major League Players with Connecticut Connections (2018 Season July 07, 2018)
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Opinion: Baseball, the Common Denominator

By Michael Ego

This article was first published in the Stamford Advocate on July
15, 2018
Several years ago, my University of Connecticut colleague Steven
Wisensale crafted a course that had foresight and vision for what
America faces today. The name of the class, “Baseball in Society:
Politics, Economics, Race and Gender,” serves as a mirror of
American culture over time, reflecting the nation’s strengths and
weaknesses, its accomplishments and failures. In general terms,
American history, political power, economic justice, racial
prejudice, gender discrimination, individual development,
globalization and more are covered through the lens of baseball.
More specifically, the class focuses on the ongoing conflicts
between individualism and solidarity , labor and management,
masculinity and feminism, urban and pastoral, white and nonwhite, rich and poor, young and old, gay and straight, and
internationalism and nativism.
The phrases “Red States” and “Blue States” have referred to
voters who predominantly choose either the Republican Party
(red) or Democratic Party (blue) for presidential candidates. The
terms have been expanded to hypothesize a correlation between
states being perceived as liberal versus those perceived as
conservative. All states contain both liberal and conservative
voters and as of 2016, fully 38 out of 50 states have voted for the
same party in every presidential election since the red/blue
terminology was popularized in 2000.
In 1980, Neil Diamond’s iconic song “America,” from “The Jazz
Singer,” captured the ethos of the American Dream by describing
how immigrants were “traveling far without a home, but not
without a star,” seeking freedom and opportunity. Since 2016, the
people of our nation have encountered a broad and sustained
national effort to promote homophobia, misogyny, racism and
divisiveness, and an especially xenophobic attitude toward men,
women and even children from Latin America. It makes
Diamond’s song null and void.
Can America do better than this? Is there something in our
culture that can bind us together, regardless of politics and other
fracturing social forces?
Like baseball, America is all about hope. That’s why people came
here from around the globe, and why Americans love baseball,
according to political scientist and baseball historian David
Pietrusza. “Baseball is not about hope without effort, and a 162game season demands day-in, day-out effort,” Pietrusza said.
Like America itself, baseball stands for a belief that because
success is not easy, achieving success makes it something to be
treasured all the more. Despite its three strikes, four balls, foul
balls, three outs and nine innings, baseball is game without a clock;
it is a game that never expires until the final out. Moreover, no

matter what the score is, hope always remains part of the game,
regardless of the score at the start of the bottom half of the ninth
inning.
The game has always been part of my life. I am a Dodger Blue fan
forever. Baseball is not just the Opening Day (this year March 29)
until the World Series in October. There is the Hot Stove League
in the fall and winter months where we sit around and speculate
about how our teams can be strengthened by the time Spring
Training begins in February of each year, and we start the new
cycle all over again. It has also been inclusive with all demographics
— race, gender, social class, sexual orientation, and politics (red,
blue). With the exception of the New York Yankees, the other 29
MLB teams, by the start of the 2019 season, will host an LGBTQ
Night at their stadiums.
Similarly, America gets born again every day. Pietrusza said: “It is a
society based on change, often for the sake of change. But people
also crave a certain amount of stability, and baseball bridges both
sentiments — it is the most traditional of sports. Your team may
be your father’s or your grandfather’s team, he explained. “That
counts for something in a world where different generations now
seem to come from distant galaxies.” Professor Wisensale affirms
that it was learning the game of baseball that served as a shortcut
for immigrants to feel a part of America. No other sport did that.
The term “common denominator” is defined as a characteristic or
attitude that is shared by all members of a group of people. Based
upon the viewpoints of historians, politicians, economists, and
academics, I assert that there is sufficient evidence that BASEBALL
is the common denominator in America that will be the enabler to
bring civility and respect to the dialogue about the future of our
country.
Michael M. Ego is a professor of human development and family studies
at the University of Connecticut, Stamford. He is also a SABR member.
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Opportunity Knocks for Writing Projects

Compiled by Karl Cicitto

SABR has published dozens of books and thousands of biographies and will continue to add to the canon of baseball history through the efforts of
SABR members. Writing opportunities are abundant. First Timers are welcome. Here is some information on 5 writing projects and how to
become involved.
Team Ownership Histories Project
SABR Games Project
The SABR Baseball Biography Project and the SABR Business of
The SABR Baseball Games Project is a new initiative to research
Baseball Committee are teaming up to create a collection of the
and write articles on major-league and Negro League regular,
ownership histories of major league franchises. As they are
postseason and All-Star Games. These game accounts will
completed, the histories will appear in the Business of Baseball
complement Retrosheet and Baseball-Reference box scores as well
newsletter and be posted permanently in a separate section on the
as BioProject essays on the players involved. All games, regardless
BioProject web-site. If you are interested in contributing to the
of their historical significance, are eligible to be written up.
project, please contact Andy McCue (amccue@sabr.org), who is
Web-site: sabr.org/gamesproject
coordinating the project.
Things you should know: sabr.org/content/sabr-games-project
Request an assignment: Bruce Slutsky at bruce@bruceslutsky.com
Baseball Biography Project
The lofty goal is to write a high-quality journal-length biography of
every player who ever played in the major leagues. 4,585 SABR Baseball Ballparks Project
We love ballparks and feel that each one deserves its own
biographies have been written by 500+ SABR members as of July
biography. Ballparks have a life of their own. Your job, as the
12, 2018. Your subject can be anyone who ever played in the
ballpark’s biographer, is to cover that life in detail, from birth to
major leagues & has been retired for at least 5 years, or any
death.
manager, executive, umpire, scout, or broadcaster. In fact, we
Web-site: sabr.org/bioproj/parks
welcome your ideas for any subject who impacted the history of
Request an assignment: James Forr at jff110@hotmail.com
the game — someone from the Negro Leagues, the minor leagues,
the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League, and even
Japan.
SABR Book Projects
Web-site: sabr.org/bioproject
Biographers are needed for several books. Status of assignment
Things you should know: sabr.org/content/bioproject-resources
availabilities changes daily. Please contact Bill Nowlin
Request an assignment: Lyle Spatz at lspatz@comcast.net
(bnowlin@rounder.com) to request an assignment.
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